CASE STUDY

Centaur appointed preferred partner for TIG Advisors.
In early 2021 Centaur was appointed as TIG Advisors’ preferred partner for fund administration. TIG Advisors
turned to Centaur because of its reputation for exceptional client service and an ability to customize to their
needs.

CHALLENGE
TIG Advisors pride themselves on being committed
to a culture of integrity, transparency, and
leadership adhering to industry best practices. They
required an administrator that could deliver open
and transparent reporting on a secure and reliable
platform geared for seamless growth. Ultimately
accurate and timely service from Centaur was vital
as TIG Advisors needed a service provider that could
provide local support with global reach.
TIG was attracted by Centaur’s competitive fees and
guarantee of local, dedicated staff to work directly
with TIG Advisors’ fund managers.

SOLUTION
Following extensive due diligence, TIG Advisors
chose Centaur for its expertise, independence and
best in class client service. Centaur consistently puts
it clients first - Accountability is key to a true
partnership and has become the foundation of its
high touch client service model.
Centaur has exceeded expectations in its service
delivery and given TIG Advisors greater bandwidth to
focus on launching new funds in Q2 2021.
“Centaur’s accountability and client service is
renowned in the industry and we are seeing it
demonstrated in practice with a local, dedicated
team who are at hand whenever we need them and
are proactive and act as partners, which is
particularly important as we move out of the
pandemic.” said Michael Fastert, COO TIG Advisors.

He continues, “It quickly became clear that Centaur
was the logical choice and we now consider them an
extension of our team. Their reporting is both accurate
and timely, based on secure technology that is scalable
to grow with our firm. We are very happy with our
choice of Centaur as a trusted industry partner and look
forward to developing our relationship into the future.”

RESULTS
• Centaur delivers more services for the same fees
• Improved performance-based metrics and more
transparent reporting is being delivered to all
stakeholders.
• The work by Centaur’s dedicated handover team
resulted in a seamless transition.
• Centaur ensures that TIG Advisors’ funds remain fully
compliant with all regulatory developments and
reporting requirements, including AML and FATCA.
• Centaur’s infrastructure and platform has been able
to seamlessly process and handle a growing volume
of trades.

TIG ADVISORS
TIG Advisors is a New York-based alternative asset
manager with approximately $7.5 billion in assets,
focused on making growth equity investments in global
alternative specialists. TIG has a strong track record of
identifying uncorrelated investment opportunities in
both public and private markets, utilizing its longstanding operating platform to assist managers with
growth. See: www.tigfunds.com.
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